
The Blueprint to a Billion is not about one company, 
its innovation, and the financial returns it achieved.; 
it’s about the quantifiable, success-based pattern-- 
independent of industries or economic cycles -- 
shared across this elite group of 387 “Blueprint 
Companies”.  It’s about how you can use seven 
common essentials to better your business, 
organization, team or yourself to produce exponential 
growth. It’s about taking the actions that matter while 
avoiding pitfalls.

You know you are on the right track to solving a big 
problem when the solution that you develop can 
contribute to solving multiple problems. The 
Blueprint to a Billion addresses the central problem of 
how to achieve exponential growth. It can apply to 
many associated problems such as:

Strategy
You can use the Blueprint financial pattern along with 
the 7 Essentials to contribute to shaping business 
strategy combined with strategic initiatives.

Leadership
The 7 Essentials can help you identify the skills and 
roles required of top-performing leaders as well as the 
style for “Inside-Outside” leadership. This work can 
also help to shape and guide boards.

Teams
These findings can serve as an invaluable guide for 
cross-functional teams. 

Financial Performance
The financial models explained in the Blueprint can 
serve as unique benchmarks when planning for 
growth.

Identifying Up-and-Coming Blueprint
Companies
Viewing growth companies through the lens of the 
Blueprint helps in choosing between investments, 
screening to invest in new companies, identifying 
high growth customers, alliance partners and supply 
chain vendors.

Education
This quantitative approach to business-building can 
contribute to corporate and academic education.
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David G. Thomson has been leading business 
growth for 20 years in general management and 
executive sales/marketing at Nortel Networks and 
Hewlett-Packard. He also served as an Associate 
Principal during his five years at McKinsey & 
Company. Thomson graduated with an Electrical 
Engineering Degree from the University of Waterloo 
and an MBA from the University of Western Ontario.

Thomson has been a billion dollar business builder. If 
you have Caller ID on your home phone and can see 
who is calling when you are talking, then you benefit 
from his turning a Big Idea into a Billion Dollar 
Business when he was the General Manager of 
Residential Services at Nortel Networks. 

With the failure of so many business ventures, 
Thomson found that our past experiences are not a 
good enough platform “ to beat the odds”.  He has a 
passion to identify the success-pattern common 
across America’s highest growth companies.

Keynote Speaking
Whether you are a senior management team of a 
large corporation aspiring to create a billion dollar 
business or high growth entrepreneurs driving to get 
onto the exponential growth trajectory, Thomson’s 
keynote speaking presentations will not only 
motivate you but inspire you to achieve exponential 
growth. 

Business-Building Strategic Consulting
David is often being asked to serve as a unique kind 
of consultant -- a partner to the CEO and manage-
ment team to reshape the company’s growth strategy 
and strategic initiatives.  

Business-Building Blueprint Services
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